Early Stroke Risk after Transient Ischemic Attack in Patients without Large-Artery Disease or Atrial Fibrillation.
Patients with transient ischemic attack (TIA) without large-artery disease (LAD) or atrial fibrillation (AF) on admission may be at higher risk of stroke than previously thought. The aim of this study was to investigate early stroke risk and its predictors in such patients. We studied 410 TIA patients admitted to our institute within 48 hours of onset. Urgent etiological workup revealed that 210 patients had neither symptomatic LAD nor AF. The outcome measure was the stroke occurrence within 7 days after admission. Stroke occurred within 7 days in 15 patients, 7.1% of patients without LAD or AF and 6.5% of those with LAD or AF, showing no statistical difference between the 2 groups. Twelve of the 15 patients were diagnosed with small-vessel disease as the stroke etiology. In multivariable regression analysis, motor lacunar symptoms (odds ratio [OR], 5.7; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.4-41.1), high systolic blood pressure on admission of 183 mm Hg or greater (OR, 15.3; 95% CI, 3.8-80.2), and positive diffusion-weighted imaging findings (OR, 6.1; 95% CI, 1.6-28.1) were independent predictors for the stroke occurrence within 7 days in patients without LAD or AF. TIA patients should be cautiously managed, even when neither LAD nor AF are identified by urgent workup. Clinical findings as motor lacunar symptom or high admission blood pressure, besides diffusion-weighted imaging findings, may be helpful to predict early stroke in such patients.